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Abstract

During the development of green criminology, little attention has been paid to how Indigenous/Native Peoples (INP) are victimized by green crime and how they employ environmental activism to resist externally imposed ecological destruction. In the past decade, news services and environmental interest groups have reported on the killing of INP environmental activists who have resisted ecological destruction across the world. Here, we begin to develop a green criminological view of INP victimization and resistance to ecological destruction within the context of the global capitalist treadmill of production, while drawing upon concepts of colonization, imperialism, genocide and ecocide. Our analysis suggests that in the contemporary capitalist world system, expansion of the treadmill of production’s ecological withdrawal process (i.e., the withdrawal of raw materials used in production) not only accelerates ecological disorganization in developing/underdeveloped nations, but may be harmful in nations where INP are dependent on access to nature for survival.
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Introduction

This special issue comes at an important point in the transition of criminological thinking, marking nearly three decades of green criminological research. To date, green criminologists have addressed numerous crime and justice concerns associated with environmental destruction that harms humans, nonhuman species and ecosystems. While three decades seems like a long time, green criminology remains a “youngster” relative to other forms of criminology, and many subjects remain ripe for investigation. In this article, we examine green crimes experienced by Indigenous or Native Peoples (INP), who are also among the most socially and economically marginalized people globally, but whose victimization has not been exposed, analyzed, understood and addressed to the extent that it should, especially within criminology (cf. Crook et al., this issue; Goyes et al. 2017). For example, the United Nations’ Division for Social Policy and Development of Indigenous Peoples notes that INP comprise 5% of the world’s population and 15% of the global poor, while about 80% of INP globally are classified as poor.

INP are affected by numerous forms of green crime and victimization. Here, we focus attention on the interaction between INP genocide, ecocide and the expansion of the global treadmill of production (ToP), and view this work as an extension of green criminology research addressing environmental justice (Stretesky and Lynch, 1998; Brisman 2008). To examine these issues, we sketch a political-economic

---

1 First use of the term “green criminology” is associated with Lynch (1990). Shortly thereafter, and independently, Mahabir (1990:152) used that term in a book review, noting that “our discipline needs to be revised to include... the criminality that results in pillaging the very foundation of human society—the physical and cultural environment. We should be thinking about a green criminology.” Other pre-1998 uses of the term “green criminology” appear in Frank and Lynch (1992) and Lynch (1994).

2 This observation applies to other marginalized groups, such as migrant agricultural workers and women, who have also been neglected in the green criminological literature (Lynch 2017; cf. Gaarder 2013; Wacholz 2007). We use the term Indigenous/Native peoples to be consistent with the political, academic, organizational (e.g., The United Nations’ Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples) and especially the self-identification of such groups of people. Other terminology includes “first peoples” and “aboriginal peoples.” The term “Indigenous,” derived from Latin, is generally used to refer to: (a) peoples who have a tribal claim to land in a region; and (b) native cultural groups, historically associated with early settlements in an area, who are culturally distinct from settlers, and are adversely impacted by colonization (see Hitchcock and Vinding 2004).
argument concerning INP victimization and INP resistance to ecological harms/ecological disorganization generated by the ToP. Green criminologists have made some reference to the green victimization of INP (e.g., Goyes 2015; Lynch and Stretesky 2012, 2013; Moloney and Chambliss 2014; Van Solinge 2010) and their resistance against green victimization (Rojas-Paez 2017; Weinstock 2017). This important issue deserves more extensive attention, both in terms of theoretical development and for humanitarian reasons. INP throughout the world are under increased attacks from the ToP, as it seeks new raw material sources, promoting extensive ecological destruction on INP lands. Prior studies employ examples of harms against INP. Those studies have included examples of state and state-corporate violence against indigenous peoples (Goyes 2015; Rojas-Paez 2017); harms from mining (Guierrez-Gomex 2017; Rojas-Paez 2017), rubber (Rojas-Paez 2017) and palm oil extraction (Mol 2017); and laws related to addressing INP human rights (Rojas-Paez 2017). Brief theoretical sketches have been presented exploring how harms against INP represent extensions of colonialism (Goyes and South 2017; Mondaca 2017; Rojas-Paez 2017) and result from neoliberalism (Gutierrez-Gomez 2017; Mol 2017; Rojas-Paez 2017).

In this article, we address the harms to INP, the killing/murder of INP activists and INP resistance to harms associated with resource extraction from a political-economic perspective using a combination of approaches, but drawing most directly on ToP theory. In doing so, we illustrate how the ToP affects INPs through forms of genocide that stem from ecocide, with the latter connection posited by Crook and Short (2014).

Political-economic approaches have been employed to examine how the global economic structure divides nations into developed and under/less-developed nations. Following World War II, as an extension of the United Nation’s *Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean*, Raúl Prebisch (1949, 1950) began to explore how trade relationships between nations promoted unequal economic development across nations. Prebisch’s work is important as it demonstrates how nations become disadvantaged through unequal economic exchanges. Prebisch’s ideas were later extended by
Andre Gunder Frank (1966, 1967), in his books *The Development of Underdevelopment*, and *Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin America*, which established the utility of dependency theory for conceptualizing the exploitation of Latin American nations and their resources by more highly developed capitalist nations (see also Frank’s book, *Economic genocide in Chile*; for an early application to African nations see, Rodney 1972). These perspectives were instrumental in generating specific Latin American and African dependency theory approaches, which contend that the same processes that generate economic expansion in core (Northern) nations, generate underdevelopment in semiPeripheral and peripheral nations through economic and ecological exploitation of the latter nations. These arguments have been modified over time and incorporated into world systems theory and theories of unequal economic exchange, ecologically uneven development, and unequal ecological exchange (see below) to critique both modernization arguments and other approaches that place the blame for economic underdevelopment (relative to developed nations) on the characteristics of the cultures, peoples, and economic, political and social organization in underdeveloped nations. In contrast, dependency theories illustrate how underdevelopment was imposed on certain nations as a result of the organization of global capitalism. In this tradition, the terms “developed” and “underdeveloped” are specific—employed because they also contain a political and economic understanding and critique of how the structure of the global economy established economically exploitive hierarchical structure between nations. In our view, ToP theory is one perspective useful for conceptualizing how the structure of the global economic system continues to impose economic and ecological exploitation on some nations, and in the process, facilitating the ecological genocide of INP. In brief, lands belonging to or inhabited by INP frequently contain natural resources targeted for ToP withdrawal. Those withdrawals constitute attacks on INP and ecosystems, and involve partnerships between ToP organizations and state governments that facilitate treadmill access to INP lands and resources. Moreover, those attacks have generated INP resistance. INP have a long history of resisting the global expansion of capitalism, dating to the early 1500s. INP resistance to capitalism has
also generated a long history of violent, repressive counterresponses that includes genocide, illustrating the connection between genocide and ecocide throughout the expansion of capitalism (see Crook, et al., this issue).

To make this argument, we begin with a brief review of ToP theory. Next, we examine the historical connection between the expansion of capitalism, colonialism, ecological disorganization, ecocide and genocide. We then examine INP resistance to the expansion of capitalism, and discuss framing contemporary INP resistance to global capitalist expansion as part of class struggle, and explore INP resistance as a threat to capital’s global hegemony (Rodriquez-Garavito and Arenas 2005). From here, we provide an overview of violent responses to INP resistance to ecological destruction focused on the killing/murder of INP environmental activists.

**Capitalism and the Treadmill of Production**

To understand contemporary patterns of ecological destruction, one must begin with capitalism and its tendency to promote the acceleration of ecological destruction (Foster 2002, 2000, 1999, 1992), and, in particular, how the capitalist ToP increased ecological disorganization following World War II (Schnaiberg 1980). That discussion begins with the observation that the contemporary world is dominated by the economic, political and social order of capitalism. As an economic system, capitalism is tied to the constant expansion of profit-making and creating conditions conducive to the growth of capitalism. These observations combine to suggest that in the contemporary world system of capitalism, the global expansion of capitalism is tied to the growth of the treadmill of production (Bunker 2005).

The ToP perspective identifies organizational changes in the capitalist mode of production that occurred since the end of World War II (Schnaiberg 1980). In this view, the expansion of production has been driven by technological innovations involving the increased use of fossil fuel and chemical energy to enhance the rapid, efficient withdrawal of ecological resources (ecological withdrawals) and their
transformation into commodities (production). The expansion of ToP withdrawals and production, in turn, accelerates the production of pollution (ecological additions). It follows that the expansionary tendencies of the capitalist ToP can occur only alongside constantly expanding raw material inputs into the system. Globally, about 45% of aggregate gross domestic product (GDP) results from agriculture, the energy sector, manufacturing, and the materials sector, with some unknown portion due to related economic sectors (e.g., construction; wholesale and retail trade; transportation and warehousing; food services; waste management and recycling; management of corporations; financing; insurance; advertising; real estate sales and rentals; professional, scientific and technical services).

Constant expansion of production not only increases ecological withdrawals, but ecological destruction associated with those withdrawals, as well as increases in ecological additions (pollution) from withdrawals and production. Taken together, ecological withdrawals and additions create ecological disorganization, and as production, withdrawals and additions expand, so too does ecological disorganization and the deterioration of global and local ecosystems (Foster 2000; for a criminological applications, see Lynch et al. 2013; Stretesky, Long and Lynch 2013).

Increasing raw material inputs into the capitalist system of production leads to expanded efforts to locate new raw material sources. Historically, raw material resources in nations where capitalism originated were depleted rapidly by the expansion of capitalism (Foster and Clark 2009; Moore 2000, 2003), promoting conquests of the “new world,” and generating extensive ecological destruction in colonized nations (Moore 2003; for a general history of these issues in Latin America, see Galeano 1997). This historical pattern of natural resource use and importation emerges in all nations wedded to capitalism. This situation emerged in the early 1500s, promoting efforts to colonize un/non-developed territories as sources for raw materials, foods and energy.3 These processes of colonization to feed the

---

3 Here, we follow accepted conventions in using these terms. “Undeveloped” and “nondeveloped” nations refer to regions of the world where either (a) there were no formally recognized indicators of state governments from a
growth of capitalist production and consumption also generated a flow of what are called “metabolic materials”—energy-related materials, such as fertilizers, foods and timber—from “undeveloped” (and later, “under-developed” and even “developing nations”) through transfers to core capitalist nations (Foster, Clark and York 2010). Such processes redistributed metabolic materials unevenly across nations through colonization and trade—and have continued until the present (Foster, Clark and York 2010). As the ToP expands and spreads capitalist economic organization, development itself becomes unevenly distributed across nations, creating “developed” (exploiting) nations and “underdeveloped” (exploited) nations and ecologically unequal exchanges between these nations (Jorgenson 2006; Rice 2007; Shandra et al., 2009). Ecologically unequal exchange accelerates the flow of metabolic and raw materials from “underdeveloped”/“developing” nations to developed nations. This process also promotes expanded consumption of goods in “developed” nations through increased ecological withdrawals extracted from “less developed”/”underdeveloped” nations. In this way, this process also promotes the expansion of ecological destruction in “less developed”/”under-developed” nations to fuel the cycle of capitalist expansion driven by the ToP in developed nations (Clark and Foster 2009).

Enter Genocide

*European perspective; or (b) in the current world, large land tracts that have no evidence of “modern” development (e.g., lack cities, roadways). “Under-developed,” “less developed” and “developing” nations refer to the conditions of development compared to advanced capitalist nations. Other potential terms include “Third World,” “Fourth World,” “Developing World,” “Global South,” “Low Income Nations.” All of these terms can be critiqued. For example, “Third World” is a Cold War era term; “Fourth World” is restricted to poor and stateless people, marginalized nations, and concepts of marginalized people being connected in a Fourth World of existence. The use of the term “developing” has been criticized for implying inferiority; “Global South” is criticized for creating what some suggest is an arbitrary division that lumps nations together geographically even if they are not similar, and which, through the use of the equator as a measure, sometimes also separates nations into segments without other justifications.*
Important to this general history of the development of capitalism, which varies in its specific manifestations within any nation over time (Jorgenson 2006), are the ways in which the expansion of capitalism and colonization promotes imperialism and affects INP. In our view, imperialism involves political and economic control of another nation/territory through the use of military power and violence, and achieves this end through cooperation of the state and powerful (corporate) economic interests in the controlling (imperialist) nation (for a discussion, see, e.g., Callinicos 2009). The coupling of capitalism, colonial conquest and imperialism promotes ideological justifications for oppressing and eradicating INP in colonies to facilitate control of the colonized nation (Bayly 2004), and this process has been tied directly to the emergence of INP genocide (Huseman and Short 2012; Levene 1999; Moses and Stone 2013; Wolfe 2006; Woolford 2009). In particular, Crook and Short (2014:299) argue that the political economy of capitalism, as it plays out historically, generates “ecologically induced genocide.”

Crook and Short argue that ecologically induced genocide has its own history, and that history is tied to shifting patterns in the global spread—or “spatial plain”—of capitalism. In some locations (such as in Latin America, beginning in the early 1500s), INP experienced ecologically induced genocide associated with what is called the “first conquest.” This situation was extended in new ways since the 1960s during the “second conquest” (Maybury-Lewis 1984). INP throughout the world have been and continue to be exposed to ecologically induced genocide, and the vast majority of INP have been swept into the externally imposed political economic system of capitalism, though there remain a few “uncontacted” INP in South America, India and Africa who perhaps have yet to directly experience ecologically induced genocide (see https://www.survivalinternational.org/). Following Crook and Short (2014), we can hypothesize that globally, most INP have been adversely impacted by ecologically induced genocide.

Crook and Short (2014) expand previous discussions of the capitalism-genocide experience for INP by linking those observations to ecocide, specifically through an analysis of the development of the
United Nation’s Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, and Lemkin’s work on genocide (1944; see also Churchill 2002). In this view, ecocide—the destruction of the natural environment—can generate conditions that produce genocide by threatening the physical and cultural existence of an indigenous group. For Crook and Short (2014), this process is carried out globally by capitalism’s extractive and agricultural industries—and we would add, capitalist production, because this is the reason for extraction. Moreover, Crook and Short (2014) argue that the history of contemporary global capitalism creates a form of ecological imperialism linked to the global process of “metabolic rift” (Foster 1999)—or through the unequal transfer of energy from “underdeveloped”/“developing” nations to “developed” nations, and we would add, generates the green victimization of INP. In short, we can say that the ToP facilitates INP genocide through accelerated ecological withdrawals that promote ecocide by destroying and disorganizing ecosystems that INP rely upon for survival, and that this process generates various forms of green victimization that INP experience. Thus, in contemporary global economic circumstances, ecologically induced genocide occurs when the capitalist ToP seeks raw materials for extraction in locations inhabited largely by INP, and, in the process, destroys the ecosystems INP rely upon to sustain life. Examples of this process can be seen throughout the history of capitalism, most recently in the logging of rainforests, the mining of minerals and precious metals, the transformation of rainforest into corporate plantations, and the exploration for and extraction of oil and gas in economically underdeveloped nations throughout the world.

As noted below, this process has long met with INP resistance to capitalism, and there is significant evidence of INP resistance to expansion of the ToP in recent years. Traditionally, social movement research addressed resistance to ecocide largely through examinations of environmental social movements in developed nations. Critiques of that approach led to calls for expanding environmental social movement research to include non-Western movements (Buttel and Taylor 1992), and recognition of the emergence of “new” environmental movements among INP (Varse 1996). A key issue is how to
frame those INP movements theoretically (Varse 1996). Thus, in the section that follows, we address INP resistance to ecocide as part of the process of genocide against INP stimulated by the ToP.

**Indigenous/Native Peoples, Ecocide and Genocide: A Brief Overview**

Indigenous/Native Peoples are not passive subjects in the capitalist world system; rather, they possess the ability to resist the treadmill of ecological destruction and its role in the genocide of INP worldwide. INP have a long history of resisting the forms of genocide and ecocide that global capitalism imposes, and numerous studies provide evidence of INP resistance to colonization, ecocide and genocide over the course of global capitalism’s history (Ali 2009; Blomley 1996; Gedicks 1994, 2001; Fenelon and Hall 2008; Fenelon and Murguia 2008; Hall and Fenelon 2015, 2013; LaDuke 1999). According to Rodriguez-Garavito and Arenas (2005: 242), indigenous resistance to ecological destruction is “explicitly rooted in a reaction against the expansion of the frontiers of predatory forms of global capitalism into new territories (e.g., the Amazon) and economic activities (e.g., the commercial exploitation of traditional knowledge and biodiversity).”

But, how should INP resistance to colonization, ecocide and genocide be framed theoretically? Traditionally, INP resistance to colonization and ecological destruction was framed as a cultural response; reference was made to INP reverence for nature and religious beliefs that accord nature high standing as the “giver of life”—and thus the inspiration or reason for INP resistant to ecocide (e.g., LaDuke 1999). Because many INP exist in a closely bound relationship to nature, the destruction of nature is, in this view, depicted as a process, which destroys the basis of INP existence. The issue here, then, is how the INP-nature relationship “ought” to be interpreted for the purposes of framing discussions around INP resistance to ecocide, ecological destruction, ecological disorganization and the ToP.

To be sure, one can limit this analysis to the assumed perspective of INP themselves by taking a “cultural view.” The “cultural view” positions INP culture and its reverence for nature and traditional INP
practices, against the opposing forces of externally imposed development. This cultural approach may be useful but tends to overlook the role of externally imposed development. Political-economic criticisms of the “cultural view” suggest that it involves generating a social construction of INP, and that consequently there is no concept of INP that is simultaneously independent of the ideas of development and modernization (Dove 2006). That is to say, INP and INP interest do not exist on their own, but become subjects of concern only by being opposed to concepts such as modernity (Hirtz 2003).

Dove (2006) has argued against the cultural approach and in favor of a world systems theory (WST) view. Under WST, the INP subject is created objectively as opposed to subjectively—by the global expansion of capitalism—and the INP becomes an historical subject with the imposition of a global system of capitalism (Wolf 1982). This latter observation has importance in relationship to conceptualizing and understanding INP resistance to ToP-imposed ecological destruction. Indeed, several researchers have argued that if INP resistance to colonization, ecocide and genocide emerges in response to the externally imposed forces of global capitalism, then it is possible to interpreted INP resistance to those forces in relation to the class structure of global capitalism (Hall and Fenelon 2008, 2005a, 2005b, 2004, 2003; Fenelon and Hall 2008; Fenelon and Murguia 2008).

From a political economic perspective, as Hall and Fenelon (2008) argue, the global political economy of capitalism reconstructs the “political-cultural” space that INP are allowed to occupy through imposition of the external structure of capitalism. We can say that this process not only occurs globally, binding INP in different nation-locations together because they share a common position defined by global capitalism’s oppression and exploitation, but that it may also occur somewhat uniquely for INP in different national contexts. What should not be overlooked in recognizing the latter point, however, is the similar situation that INP find themselves occupying in the class structure of global capitalism across nations—that is, regardless of their exact physical location or form of ecological exploitation in any specific national context.
Through a combination of colonization, ecocide and genocide, the ToP endeavors to take control of the raw material resources that INP rely upon for survival, and which INP own or can access freely through legal agreements with governments. Successful efforts to undermine those agreements force INP to relinquish their access to raw materials and redefine the space that INP may occupy. In response, INP may either: (a) accept or become subject to conditions of domination by “joining” marginalized members of the lowest class in capitalism as a state-dependent population that must rely on state assistance for survival; or (b) resist efforts to strip them of access to raw materials and the lands on which they depend for survival.

The situation INP face is similar to the one identified by Marx (1842) in his essays on the theft of wood. The German theft of wood statues to which Marx referred expanded the concept of “theft” by including the collection of dead wood in those statutes. In doing so, the state facilitated the interests of the landed and capitalist class with respect to demarcating ownership of nature/resources that were once held in common. Access to fallen/dead wood, Marx noted, was a customary right of the poor who required some access to nature to meet their survival needs. In denying the poor this customary access, capital was asserting its monopoly power, and through the legal structure of capitalism, was overriding traditions that provided the poor with access to the means of production (e.g., common lands) that serve as alternatives to wage labor as a form of subsistence (Marx 1842). In doing so, the laws of capitalism imposed conditions that required the poor to become part of the working (wage) class to survive, and effectively separated the working class from nature (Marx 1842), restricting access to nature to landowners and producers, which is the first prerequisite of capitalist production (Burkett 2009). Moreover, by restricting access to nature through law, the poor and working class must rely on capitalism and the destruction of nature to survive (Marx 1842), forcing them to participate in ecological destruction by taking up a position in the working class and depending upon consumption of products generated through ecological destruction tied to capitalist production.
On a global scale, a similar process emerges in relation to INP in the contemporary capitalist world system. First, penetration and conquest of INP lands by capital challenges traditional INP land use and imposes legal ownership principles consistent with the structure of capitalism. Second, that imposition transforms INP into subjects of capitalism and redefines their existence. Third, the outcomes described above are made possible by the state, which at previous points in history, had already participated in the marginalization of INP by disposing them of their lands, and re-defining where they might live by granting them land concessions. With respect to the genocide-ecocide nexus, the state facilitates genocide by leasing rights it had previously granted to INP to developers (corporations), such as oil, mineral, precious metal extraction rights), turning INP lands over to capitalist ventures. Moreover, the state may facilitate INP genocide more directly by relocating INP to promote ToP extraction processes, and, as illustrated below, can do this by moving INP to urban areas clearly making them part of the urban poor and members of a marginalized segment of the working class. In this way, INP customary access to nature is removed through a combination of capital penetration and state actions, subjugating INP to the laws of capitalism.

One could also argue that the intersection of ToP invasion/intrusion and state authority involves efforts to expand the hegemonic control of natural resources by capitalism by applying the property laws of capitalism to INP societies. Here, hegemonic control is expanded at two levels simultaneously: locally, as ToP extractive capital penetrates previously undeveloped areas, and globally, as new areas of control are added to the ToP extraction network. By facilitating capital penetration, and doing so persistently across nations seemingly regardless of any national efforts to recognize the rights of INP, states become central to ToP expansion, ecological destruction and ecocide, and part of the genocide of INP. It is in this sense that Moloney and Chambliss (2014) identify “green crimes of the state,” illustrating how those crimes impacted Native Americans through the example of the slaughter of bison in the US.

**INP Resistance to Ecocide, Genocide and the ToP**
Capital penetration into, and state control and redefinition of INP lands establish conditions for INP genocide tied to ecocide. As noted above, INP have long resisted those efforts. In the early history of global capitalism, colonization, ecocide and genocide, INP resistance often took the form of violence. Under the contemporary legal structure of global capitalism, INP responses to capital penetration and ecological destruction have been modified—and such responses deserve some attention. INP have become more likely to use the legal structure of capitalism (litigation, legislation, lobbying), public protest and social movement strategies over violent responses. One can say that these outcomes are indeed a “neat trick” from the perspective of capital. First, INP acceptance of these strategies has moved violence from a strategy of first resort to one of last resort. Second, in accepting these strategies, INP display acceptance of the legal rules of capitalism and the idea that states respond to democratic participation (which is sometimes true). Nevertheless, for INP, acceptance of capitalism’s legal system is likely to create barriers for successful INP resistance because access to the legal system is tied to economic resources. Because INP have few economic resources, this type of legal recourse is not likely to favor INP. The latter observation is a hypothesis that can be tested by collecting information about the outcomes of INP cases filed through “acceptable” legal means.

Above, we briefly described the conditions that face INP and which may spur their resistance, but we have yet to deal adequately with the various forms of INP resistance. As we have suggested, INP resistance may include protests, social and news media, as well as the formation of environmental watch groups, blockades, the formation of guardian/patrol groups, legal petitions, and sometimes violence. In interpreting these responses, one should not overlook the fact that INP resistance entails acts that push back against the hegemony of global capital (Rodríguez-Garavito and Arenas 2005). INP resistance to global capital’s hegemony challenges global capitalism’s efforts to eradicate the INP (genocide) through ecocide. In addition, INP resistance is, we suggest, wholly revolutionary because the goal of resistance is to maintain an alternative lifestyle and a set of social, political and economic relationships independent
from capitalism. INP resistance also stimulates counter-resistance, and in recent decades, there is significant evidence that ToP responses to INP resistance have become quite violent, as demonstrated below.

**The Killing of INP Environmental Activists**

Recently, news stories, as well as environmental organizations and INP organizations, have drawn attention to the killing of INP environmental activists (for a discussion, see, e.g., Goyes et al. 2017). For example, while collecting materials for this project, some media sources reported on the killing of INP activist Berta Caceres in Honduras in March 2016. Caceres, a leader of Honduras’ indigenous Lenca people, became involved in efforts to protect INP as an undergraduate university student, founding the Council of Popular and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras (COPINH) in 1993 (culturesofresistance.org). Over the years, Caceres organized numerous community protests to protect INP from ecocide. In 2006, responding to requests for assistance from INPs in Rio Blanco, Caceres began a campaign to stop construction of the Agua Zarca Dam. She employed peaceful protests, brought the case to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, and filed complaints with the International Finance Corporation (IFC)—the branch of the World Bank that was providing financial support for the project (Goldman 2016). The government of Honduras ignored these efforts and moved ahead with the project. In 2013, Caceres upped the response, establishing a blockade that prevented access to the dam. The blockade withstood eviction attempts and violent attacks from the Honduran military, private military contractors and employees of the dam construction firm (Abelenda 2016). During one incident in 2013, INP activist Tomas Garcia was killed. Death threats against Caceres followed. The death of Garcia led IFC to withdraw funding for the project due to concerns over human rights violations, and the project ground to a halt (Abelenda 2016).
Caceres’ involvement in numerous ecocide prevention protests had long ago made her a target of ToP reprisals. Responding to that concern, in 2009, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights listed Caceres as a person under threat of violence due to her activism, and requested that the Honduran government provide her with security. These requests went unanswered and Caceres was shot to death March 3, 2016. When Beverly Bell (2016) wrote a eulogy for Caceres, she noted that she had begun writing it years earlier because of the violent threats Caceres had received.

Space does not permit us to tell the stories of and honor all the INP environmental activists who have been killed for their commitment to protecting the ecosystem and INP from genocide. Tooney (2012) states that 1,150 environmental activists were killed in the Amazon region from 2000-2010. Global Witness has attempted to keep track of these killings, reporting 1,376 such killings from 2002-2016. Eighty-percent of those killings are concentrated in five nations (Brazil, Honduras, Philippines, Colombia and Peru).

For example, reporter David Hill (2014) suggests the Peruvian government has essentially given the police and military “license to kill” environmental activists, many of whom are INPs. Hill reviewed a 2009 incident in northern Peru involving two INP groups, the Wampis and the Awajuns. The Wampis and Awajun engaged in peaceful protests opposing new legislation designed to facilitate compliance with a 2009 US-Peru trade agreement. That law made it much easier for corporations to access raw materials (specifically, oil and natural gas) for export derived from extraction activities on INP lands. Opening of those lands to natural resource extraction was part of Peruvian President Alan Garcia’s economic development plan for Peru during his second term as president (2006-2011), which staked expanded economic development on increased natural resource extraction and exports by giving oil extraction rights to ToP organizations. Essentially, Garcia, the leader of the Peruvian state, was willing to expand the ToP’s access to raw materials on INP lands to facilitate economic development (an example of dependent development) in Peru through ecocide and the genocide of the Wampis and Awajun. The INPs, however,
initiated protests that stood in the way of Garcia’s plans. Responding to questions about INP resistance, Garcia attempted to dismiss INP efforts, referred to the INP as “confused savages,” “barbaric,” “second-class citizens,” “criminals,” and “ignorant,” and compared them to the Peruvian terrorist group, the Shining Path (Quiroz 2010).

Two important incidents occurred in response to the Wampis/Awajun protests. First was the “Battle at Devil’s Curve” (June 5 2009). The Wampis/Awajun had blockaded a major highway in the region (near Bangua) to prevent oil drilling and logging. The estimated 5,000 protestors took control of an oil pumping station. Approximately 600 armed police were dispatched to end the protest and seize the pumping station. Descriptions of the events that lead to the massacre are unclear and vary across sources, but INP leaders claim government helicopters began the violent incident by firing at protestors. Thirty-three people were killed in the attack: 11 INP and 22 police officers. These figures vary across sources and INP leaders claim 40 INP were killed, including three children (http://www.democracynow.org/2009/6/8/peruvian_police_accused_of_massacring_indigenous). The following day, an additional dispute between the Peruvian national police and environmental protestors erupted at a petroleum processing facility owned by the Peruvian government’s nationalized oil company, Petroperu. The media claimed that INPs had kidnapped and held 38 police hostage. Arriving national police fired on the unarmed INP protestors, killing 25 and wounding 150.

Such stories, though under-reported in the popular mass media, have occurred throughout the world. News stories highlight how repressive state responses intersect with corporate interests in the withdrawal of ecological resources and create conditions where INP environmental activists become the victims of state violence (Moloney and Chambliss 2014) and perhaps even covert corporate violence designed to eliminate resistance to the ToP.
Examples of INP genocide and ecocide are numerous, and we add a few additional examples below.

_The Sami of Northern Sweden and Finland._ Neglected in discussions of INP, the Sami, who have inhabited Northern Europe since the end of the ice age, have been blocking roadways to protest forest destruction from logging and metal ore mining that impacts the winter grazing grounds of their reindeer herds (Greenpeace 2003). The forms of ecocide/genocide experienced by the Sami and their resistance against ecological destruction has rarely been discussed in the academic literature (Churchill 2000; Wilmer 1993). Sweden is the largest producer of metal ore in the European Union, and the ore industry plays a significant role in the Swedish economy and provides numerous jobs. In Finland, the issue involves destruction of forests used by reindeer to promote logging (Greenpeace 2003). This dispute began in the 1950s (Lawrence and Raitio 2006). As in other places around the world, the battle here pits economic development and the expansion of the ToP against the survival of INP.

_INP in Colombia._ There is a long history of genocide and ecocide affecting Colombia’s INP—spanning fifty years and involving 84 different Colombian INP tribes. The situation in Colombia is complex because it also involves effects from the Colombia-US war on drugs, the destruction of agricultural-drug areas, and the “displacement” and killing of INP in those locations. On the development side, the expansion of coffee and other mono-crop plantations have destroyed significant portions of the rainforest in Lower Calima and the Andean forest, placing INP lifestyles at risk. In the late 1970s in Balsa, INP peoples (primarily the Paez) were evicted from their lands by the National Army of Colombia; INP resistance leaders were imprisoned and some were reported killed (World Rainforest Bulletin 2007). Evictions of Paez people also occurred in the late 1980s. In 1992, INP leader Miguel Labio Quiguanas was found murdered (World Rainforest Bulletin 2007). Evictions of the Nayans in 2001 to promote pine plantations also lead to the deaths of 100 INP who were reportedly “torn apart, sawn up, thrown down cliffs by paramilitary groups” (World Rainforest Bulletin 2007). Some suggest these killings undertaken by the state
and private paramilitary groups, were supported by military training and funding provided by the US through “Plan Colombia” (Carasik 2016).

*The Eviction of the Sengwer people of Kenya.* In December, 2015, Yator Kiptum, a member of the Sengwer people of Kenya (Embobut/Cherangany Hills) presented a report at the UN’s 21st Annual Conference on the Parties (COP21). As Kiptum noted, the Sengwer were originally evicted from their plains land homes and forest by the British in 1895 to allow the area to be settled by white farmers. The British also engaged in acts of forced assimilation into British culture and economic relationships, both of which can constitute genocide. In recent years, and in disregard of orders from the Eldoret High Court in 2013 asserting the rights of the Sengwer to remain in the forest and act as forest stewards, the government of Kenya has used Kenyan Forest Service (KFS) guards to evict the Sengwer from the Cherangany by force. These evictions can also be tied to World Bank funding for development programs in Kenya. During those forceful evictions, the KFS burned the homes and belongings of the Sengwer ([https://www.forestpeoples.org](https://www.forestpeoples.org)). These evictions are supposedly being carried out to preserve the land, an activity that the Sengwer people have performed for hundreds of years.

*INP in Borneo.* In recent decades, deforestation in Borneo has been extensive. According to Gaveau and colleagues (2014), only about 37% of Borneo’s 1973 forest cover remained intact in 2010. As Worrall (2015) notes, the story of deforestation in Borneo is typical of other “underdeveloped” nations’ experiences and is driven by an intersection between demand for timber from “developed” nations and weak internal state environmental controls related to timber extraction. For Borneo’s INP, this has diminished access to forests and timber, changed the geography of the land leading to reduced access to water and expanded water pollution. These effects have been especially dramatic for the Penan people, who were among the last hunter-gather tribes in Southeast Asia (Worrall 2015). The government of Sarawak reports that there are about 9,500 Penans, and that 400 of them remain nomadic.
For the Penan, conflicts between remnants of their hunter-gatherer lifestyle and more modern, stationary village existence tied to rice production continue to pose quality of life issues (Kouizumi, Mamung and Levang 2012). These problems stem from efforts to transform the Penan into “settler communities” in the 1950s led by United Kingdom corporate interests, the expansion of logging, the building of dams on traditional Penan territories, the development of mass-plantations (mostly palm oil) (Hance 2011), and in more recent years, development of plans for coal mining and rare metal extraction facilities. Such outcomes are consistent with arguments concerning the intersection of imperialism, neocolonial state politics, capitalism, genocide, ecocide and INP.

In recent years, the Penan have actively resisted expanding ecological destruction. In 2012, the Penan attempted to prevent construction of the Murum Dam by blocking the only roads to the site (Newlands 2012). In 2008, Penan environmental activist, Kelesau Naan, who battled the expansion of logging, was found beaten to death (MacDonald 2008). Naan, at the time in his 70s, could not read or write, but had filed suit in 1998 to recognize Penan ownership of forest lands—a suit that was never addressed by the courts—and established roadblocks to interfere with logging (Parry 2008).

**INP in Brazil.** The earliest extended discussions of deforestation effects in Brazil date to the early 1960s (Latham 1960), and became a subject of increasing interest following publication of Poppino’s (1968) book, *Brazil: The Land and the People*. Poppino explored how economic cycles in Brazil related to the production of food commodities (coffee, sugar), tobacco, minerals (diamonds, gold), rubber and timber for export were reshaping Brazil’s landscape. As Fearnside (2005) argued, however, modern concern with deforestation in Brazil became more widespread following the opening of the Transamazonian Highway in 1972 and increased efforts by the government to expand access to, “settle” and extract resources from rainforests inhabited by INP. This led to increased economic activity including deforestation for cattle ranching, which was highly subsidized by the government. Fearnside noted that
increased rates of deforestation in Brazil were, particularly after 1991, driven by “increasing globalization of the forces of deforestation.” and especially linked to the soy and cattle markets.

The above developments also relate to the historical context of Brazil. Colonization of Brazil by the Portuguese began in 1500 with the expansion of capitalism. The Portuguese began with extraction of brazilwood from rainforests, and later deforestation for sugarcane production. By the 1530s, colonization was expanded by dividing Brazil into 15 regions that were turned over to nobles to rule. Early on, Portuguese colonization met with INP resistance, and INP religious leaders and village chiefs organized numerous resistance movements that included efforts to recruit African slaves into rebellions against the Portuguese (Metcalf 2005). INP resistance led to the failure of many of the 15 colonial regions. Much of the colonial period in Brazil (1500-1822) included a long history of state and corporate violence against INP and rural peoples to expand colonial acquisition of land. Imperialist/colonial genocidal practices also included the Catholic Church’s efforts to instill Catholicism and eradicate INP religious practices, and this led to a significant long-term decline in INP population and the dismantling of INP culture (Metcalf 2005).

Throughout the long history of regime changes in Brazil, external forces of production often resulted in detrimental conditions for INP. In more recent decades, Brazil’s military dictatorship (1964-1985) came under increased scrutiny, which was characterized by increasing economic inequality, rising national debt, and government sponsored kidnappings, illegal imprisonment, torture and murder as reported by the post-1985 Brazilian government (the Brazilian National Truth Commission and later the Special Commission on Political Deaths and Disappearances).

Political liberalization of the state following the 1985 reorganization also stimulated INP resistance to ecological destruction. The Brazilian Constitution of 1988 recognized for the first time the rights of INPs to their lands (Tooney 2012) and as of 2015, 471 indigenous land areas had been recognized by the Brazilian government, while applications for 200 additional parcels have yet to be processed.
According to Brazil’s Instituto Socioambiental (the ISA), government-granted INP land areas protect important Brazilian ecosystems, including portions of the Amazon Rainforest. Following development of the Tranamazônia Highway, however, deforestation increased, and by the mid-1990s, an area known as the “Arc of Deforestation” in the Brazilian rainforest had been identified. Researchers note that by 2003, deforestation in Brazil had reached more than 16% (Fearnside 2005), but was less than 2% in INP land areas.

INP land right protests have led to numerous conflicts between INPs, the extraction industry and the Brazilian government in recent years (Tooney 2012). In 2015, INPs from the Juruna and Arara organized resistance against the building of the Belo Monte Dam, which affects approximately 3,000 INP in 34 villages in 11 INP territories near the dam (Osava 2015a). INPs filed suit to stop dam construction under laws related to the prevention of ethnocide (Osava 2015a). For some INP, the dam project changed their way of life, preventing fishing in waterways dried up by the dam or forcing them to move from communities in areas flooded by the dam (Osava 2015b). In theory, under Brazilian environmental law, affected persons are supposed to receive settlements for their losses from developers (in this case the construction firm, Norte Energia), which can include cash payments or re-settlement. Developers prefer to offer small cash settlements and when the dam flooded the island of Padeiro, several INP Arara families were offered cash settlements of $1,286 per family (Osava 2015b). In response, the Arara families filed suit for more appropriate compensation, which they said should include enough land to farm because this was an important part of their livelihood (Osava 2015b). Other INP left homeless by the flood were provided housing constructed by Norte Energia in urban areas—which is not the most suitable relocation target for INP, but is consistent with genocidal efforts to eradicate INP. Other INP have been moved to areas far from the river in the Amazon jungle (Osava 2015b).

The Itapacrica hydroelectric dam case, like the Belo Monte Dam, created extensive environmental changes and altered the lifestyle of INP river residents. While some residents were compensated for
flooding, the dam occupies Pankararu territory, and the Pankararu have yet to be compensated for their loss of lands, loss of fishing access, or destruction of their ceremonial waterfall (Osava 2014; on the Tele Pires Dam, see Ortiz 2012; on the dams on the Madera River, see Claure 2008). Downriver, the project impacts the Xoko people, where reduced water flow has affected fishing and rice farming. These dam construction projects are no small concern to INPs in Brazil, where forty-three larger dam projects are slated for construction (Fearnside 2017).

Efforts have been made to undo INP land rights in Brazil, including attempts to amend the constitution to limit INP land rights granted in the 1988 through amendment PEC 215. Those proposing PEC 215 believed it necessary to curb INP land claims in order to enhance economic development in Brazil. This effort has also generated INP resistance and more than 1,000 INP leaders met in April 2015 to organize a movement against PEC 215 (Rigby 2015).

A second response has involved threats of violence and killings of INP environmental activists. From 2010-16, 256 INPs in Brazil have been killed, and perhaps it is appropriate to think of these killings as assassinations. A few examples follow to illustrate the extent of these murders and to remember the sacrifices these INP activists made:

**May 2011.** Reknown Brazilian environmental activist, José Cláudio Ribeiro da Silva and his wife, Maria de Espirito Santo, were shot and killed. Da Silva’s ear was cut off, supposedly as evidence of his killing to collect a reward for his death.

**March 2012.** Three leaders of the Landless Liberation Movement (Celestina Leonar Sales Nunes; Milton Santos de Nunes da Silva; Valdir Dias Ferreira) were shot to death.

**August 2013.** Celso Rodrigues, a Guarani INP leader, was shot and killed.
December 2013. Guarani Indigenous leader Ambrosio Vilhalva was stabbed to death outside his home (http://www.farmlandgrap.org).

March 2016. Indigenous people living in Ita Poty (near Dourdas) were shot by men in three cars as reported by Catholic Pastoral Land Commission, which states that over the past 20 years, as many as 1,150 rural environmental activists have been killed in Brazil. Of those cases, fewer than 100 have reached trial.

Raveena Aulakh (2015) reported that between 2002 and 2014, 477 Brazilian environmental activists (40/year) were killed. Those killings represent about one-half of all environmental activists known to have been killed in the world during that period of time. The majority of these cases remain uninvestigated, and few people have been convicted of the killings of these 477 INP activists over the past decade.

In response to a lack of state protection, continuing encroachment on their lands, and intimidation, threats, violence and killings, some INP groups are becoming more hostile and have moved beyond legal responses and peaceful protests to protect their lands from ecological destruction. In the eastern Amazon, the Guajajara and the Ka’apor have created armed guardians to deter logging. They not only place armed check points on roadway, but have infiltrated logging camps, tied up loggers, burned trucks, tractors and housing, and then have driven the loggers off the land. The efforts of these guardians have led to a decline in logging truck traffic leaving the forest by 92% (Phillips 2015).

Conclusion

For nearly thirty years, green criminology has called attention to the intersection of ecological destruction/disorganization, environmental justice, formal and informal responses to green crime and injustice, and how those kinds of green crime and injustices affect humans, ecosystems and nonhuman animals. That literature has addressed numerous examples of the kinds of green crimes and injustices
that exist throughout the world. That literature, however, has not explored all potentially relevant issues, and this article has called attention to one of those neglected issues—the green victimization of Indigenous/Native Peoples (INP).

This article has drawn attention to the ways in which the historical development of capitalism promotes the green victimization and genocide of INP through colonization, imperialism and ecocide. As we have attempted to demonstrate, the long history of INP genocide and green victimization is a product of the political economy of capitalism and changes in the political economy/organization of capitalism over time. That history also suggests that INP genocide through ecocide has involved a state-corporate collaboration or state-corporate crime. Our political economic interpretation also suggests that in the contemporary era of global capitalism, INP genocide occurs through ecocide associated with the continued expansion of the capitalist treadmill of production.

As noted throughout, INP have long resisted the expansion of capitalism and the forms of ecological disorganization/destruction/ecocide that global capitalism imposes on INP and the lands they occupy. Evidence of INP resistance to expansion of the capitalist treadmill of production/destruction also suggests that INP resistance to ecocide/genocide can be framed as part of class struggle and resistance to capitalism, and in the case of INP, the efforts of capitalism to absorb INP and redefine their existence as members of the lowest segment of the working class through ecocide and resettlement of INP.

INP resistance to capitalism has also been transformed over time, and INP now employ social networking, public protests and the use of capitalism’s legal structure as forms of resistance. Over the past few decades, INP resistance has been met with increased violence from the state and corporate interests, resulting in an increase in the killing of INP environmental activists.

These observations tell only portions of the story of the relevance of studying INP. INP are becoming increasingly organized, connecting with one another globally, and asserting their rights through
international mechanisms and laws (e.g., the Indigenous Environmental Movement meetings at the COP21 or the United Nations 21st Climate Change Conference, Paris, France, 2015). INP environmental movements and environmental activists have become important to identifying and critiquing environmental policies, and in their efforts to slow the capitalist treadmill of production. Their success in such endeavors may be vital to helping expose and control ecological destruction and preventing ecosystem collapse. But, this is an unfolding story that requires continued attention. INP in different nations, though they now cooperate and have similar interests, proceed in different ways within their own nations, and meet different levels of success. Studies of those mechanisms and their outcomes may help achieve a greater understanding of why INP environment movements fail or succeed.

In closing, it is appropriate to recall the words of Chief Big Thunder (1827-1906) of the Penobscot (Algonquin) tribe in Maine, USA:

Great Spirit, whose waters are choked with debris and pollution, help us to find the way to cleanse your waters. Great Spirit, whose beautiful earth grows ugly with misuse, help us to find the way to restore beauty to your handiwork. Great Spirit, whose creatures are being destroyed, help us to find a way to replenish them. Great Spirit, whose gifts to us are being lost in selfishness and corruption, help us to find the way to restore our humanity.

Perhaps if Chief Big Thunder had read Marx or lived in the contemporary era of global capitalism, he might have added to each of these observations the phase “from the capitalist treadmill of production,” and included the terms “genocide” and “ecocide.” Rewritten in that context, Chief Big Thunder’s statement might read as follows: “Great Spirit, whose gifts to us are being lost [to the] selfishness and corruption [of the global capitalist treadmill of production], help us [limit the genocide of Indigenous/Native Peoples through ecocide] and restore our humanity.”
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